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Universe 101 Practice Test Questions

Part I – Multiple Choice – Circle your answer AND fill in the blank to the left of each question 

____ 1. Which of the following is supported by evidence from red-shifted starlight? 

a. galaxies are not moving

b. galaxies are generally moving away from each other

c. galaxies are generally moving toward each other

d. movement of galaxies cannot be measured due to the “shifting” of star light

____ 2. What does much of the evidence for the big bang theory depend on? 

a. accepting ideas that you cannot understand

b. correctly interpreting all of the new data gathered with ever-improving technology

c. reading as much as you can about space and believing what you read

d. coming up with creative ideas and seeing if scientists will think that they are true

____ 3. Light elements form in big bang  nuclear fusion begins, stars are formed  _________________ 

 supernovas eject heavy elements which get incorporated into planets forming around new stars.

Which of the following statements best fills in the blank for the life cycle of high mass stars? 

a. nuclear fusion stops, stars turn into black holes

b. nuclear fusion  stops, stars enter the main sequence

c. lighter elements continue to fuse into heavier elements until the star runs out of lighter elements

d. heavier elements continue to fuse into lighter elements until the star runs out of heavier elements

____ 4. Which of the following is NOT a major evidence of the Big Bang Theory? 

a. the stretching out of starlight c. the leftover energy from the big bang

b. the fact that most galaxies are spiral d. all of these are major evidences of the big bang

____ 5. What does Cosmic Background Radiation have to do with the big bang theory? 

a. it is part of the theory that has never been explained

b. it is leftover radiation from the big bang that was spread all over during universe expansion

c. it was radiation in space that got moved out of the way as the universe expanded

d. it is when blue-shifted waves change and suddenly become red-shifted waves

____ 6. Which of the following best represents the life cycle of our sun? 

a. birth  angry teenage years  adulthood  old person  death  this is the wrong answer

b. nebula  protostar  main sequence  red giant  planetary nebula  white dwarf

c. nebula  protostar  main sequence  red super giant  supernova  black hole

d. main sequence  red giant  red super giant  white dwarf  supernova  black hole
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Use the following spectra of hydrogen to answer the next two questions. 

Spectrum of hydrogen on Earth: 

          Red Blue 

Spectrum of hydrogen from a distant galaxy: 

          Red Blue 

____ 7. How would an astronomer explain the difference between the two spectra shown above? 

a. hydrogen gives off light differently if the gravity of the star is large

b. light traveling through space is warped by the vacuum

c. the distant galaxy is traveling away from us, stretching its light waves

d. the distant galaxy has a slightly different kind of hydrogen being fused in its stars

____ 8. Which of the terms below best describes the spectrum of hydrogen from the distant galaxy? 

a. reflected c. four-shifted

b. red-shifted d. blue-stretched

____ 9. How does the data collected from starlight support the Big Bang Theory?  It shows that… 

a. most objects in space are moving away from one another

b. the universe is collapsing again

c. the Big Bang happened slowly over millions of years

d. most of the light from objects in space is “blue shifted”

____ 10. What evidence do we have that nuclear fusion is an ongoing process in the core of stars? 

a. powerful telescopes allow us to view the nuclear fusion occurring

b. scientific study reveals that star cores have temperatures hot enough for nuclear fusion to occur

c. studies have shown that Earth’s core is similar to the core of the sun

d. the leftover energy found spread throughout the universe is evidence of nuclear fusion in stars

____ 11. A high-power telescope scans a patch of space and detects several elements, including carbon. The 

presence of carbon in this region suggests that… 

a. life exists in this region

b. you are likely to find either stars or leftover stardust in this region

c. the telescope is most likely malfunctioning

d. this region of space has been untouched since the big bang
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____ 12. Which of the following most accurately pairs up the events on the left with the elements that they 

create on the right? 

a. big bang = heaviest elements

nuclear fusion = medium elements

supernovas = lightest elements

c. big bang = medium elements

nuclear fusion = lightest elements

supernovas = heaviest elements

b. big bang = lightest elements

nuclear fusion = heaviest elements

supernovas = medium elements

d. big bang = lightest elements

nuclear fusion = medium elements

supernovas = heaviest elements

____ 13. Most human cultures have explanations for the origin of the universe.  How is the scientific 

explanation different? 

a. all scientists agree on one theory and therefore no further research is needed

b. it cannot be changed, unlike most other explanations

c. it relies on evidence from starlight and other types of radiation

d. it is widely accepted by all cultures, religions and organizations

Use this time line of the universe (which spans a ridiculously large amount of time) to answer the next question. 

____ 14. Which of the following statements best describes when the big bang occurred? 

a. between points ‘A’ and ‘B’ c. between points ‘C’ and ‘D’

b. between points ‘B’ and ‘C’ d. sometime after point ‘E’

____ 15. Which of the following best describes the big bang? 

a. all matter in the universe expanded outward from a tiny area

b. all matter in the universe was created in its current location

c. several galaxies collided together and exploded, creating matter

d. the Earth has gotten cooler since its original formation

____ 16. What has been happening to the matter in the universe since the big bang occurred? 

a. little change has happened to matter

b. matter has moved outward and collected into galaxies and stars

c. almost all of the matter in the universe has collected here on Earth

d. matter is contracting and coming back together again

____ 17. Which of the following is the best reason why scientists accept the big bang theory? 

a. it is a belief based on faith c. it seems to make sense

b. they trust other scientists d. evidence supports it
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Use the Diagram Below to answer questions 18-20 

 

____ 18. Of the following stars, which one is the hottest? 

a. Canopus c. Sirius B

b. Sol d. Deneb

____ 19. Of the following stars, which is fusing hydrogen into helium? 

a. Canopus c. Sirius B

b. Sol d. Deneb

____ 20. Based on the HR diagram, which is the correct order of star types from dimmest to brightest? 

a. White Dwarfs  Giants  Super Giants

b. White Dwarfs  Super Giants  Giants

c. Giants  Super Giants  White Dwarfs

d. Super Giants  Giants  White Dwarfs

____ 21. Which of these subjects should I study to best learn about the creation of elements heavier than iron? 

a. stars undergoing supernova explosions and the energy involved in such explosions

b. the earliest moments in the history of our universe, right after the big bang occurred

c. the core of our sun and the nuclear fusion that occurs there

d. the development of a protostar and its eventual transformation into a main sequence star
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____ 22. Fill in the blanks. When a star leaves the main sequence it will become either a ____________ or a   

      ______________ depending on whether it was a low mass or high mass star. 

 
  a. red super giant, white dwarf  c. red giant, red super giant 

  b. protostar, neutron star d. planetary nebula, white dwarf 

 

____ 23. Which of the following is evidence that the universe is expanding? 

 
  a. cosmic background radiation 

  b. red-shifted starlight 

  c. the amount of protons in a hydrogen atom 

  d. sound being stretched out or compressed by a car driving down the road 

 

____ 24. What do we know about a star if it has a lot of Hydrogen in its core? 

  a. that it is young and has not left the main sequence 

  b. that it is young and has left the main sequence 

  c. that it is old and about to leave the main sequence 

  d. that it is old and about to supernova 

 

____ 25. If a newer, more powerful, and more accurate telescope were developed and it happened to show that 

distant galaxies alternate between moving closer and moving farther away, what would happen to the big 

bang theory as a result? 

  a. the new data would be ignored because it does not support current evidence of the big bang 

  b. the big bang theory would be abandoned and scientists would start over using new telescopes 

  c. theories about the universe’s origins would need to be changed to include any new evidence 

  d. galaxies would begin to collide with one another at a faster rate 

 

____ 26. What do we know about a star if it has a lot of iron in its core? 

  a. that it is young and has not left the main sequence 

  b. that it is young and has left the main sequence 

  c. that it is old and about to leave the main sequence 

  d. that it is old and about to supernova 

 

____ 27. Which of the following best explains the presence of heavy elements here on Earth? 

  a. heavy elements were created from fusion in the Earth’s core 

  b. heavy elements were made from the big bang and later moved out to collect into planets 

  c. heavy elements were placed on Earth after being sucked through a black hole 

  d. heavy elements from the explosion of an ancient star clumped into planets as our star system formed 
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Part II - Written Portion 

1. Explain how red shift and cosmic background radiation are evidences of the big bang.

Don’t just explain the terms – tell me how they are evidences of the big bang! (4 points)

a. Red Shift is evidence of the big bang because…

b. Cosmic Background Radiation is evidence of the big bang because…

2. What two elements did the big bang create and where did the rest come from? (2 points)

a. The big bang created…

b. The rest of the elements came from…

3. What energy-producing event is occurring in the core of main sequence stars? (1 point)

4. Name three things that an astronomer can know about a star just by analyzing its light? (3 points)

5. When we analyze stars using a spectroscope, each unique “barcode” that we see represents a different

________________________ (think of our lab and what we were looking at) (1 point) 

6. What two forces must a star constantly balance in order to stay alive?

Also, be sure to label these two forces on the diagram to the right (4 points)

a. One of the forces is…

b. The other force is…

A star balancing two forces 
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7. Draw and label a diagram describing the Doppler Effect. Be sure to be descriptive enough in your

diagram so that someone that knows nothing about the Doppler Effect would be able to understand it

(3 points)

Spectroscope Analysis – use the element key below to answer the next few questions 

8. You analyze a star’s light using a spectroscope

and see the following spectrum:

      Which two elements are in this star? (1 point) 

      Is this star younger or older and why? (2 points) 

9. You analyze a star’s light using a spectroscope

and see the following spectrum:

      Which two elements are in this star? (1 point) 

      Is this star younger or older and why? (2 points) 

BONUS QUESTIONS (optional) – Use the periodic table on the back of this test to answer these questions. 

1. What would you get if you fused Na and F?

2. Name three different elements that can be fused together to make Silver.

3. Which element would be the result of the following craziness? (Fr + Y + Co + O + K) – (Ba + Co + N)

Element Key 

Hydrogen 

Helium 

Iron 

Oxygen 

Carbon 

Nitrogen 
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